MILK REPLACER RECIPE
Bottle babies require commitment and are very time
consuming but if you have the time and patience they are
well worth it. The bond it will create is amazing.
2 PARTS WHOLE MILK
1 PART HALF & HALF
WARM MILK TO 102 DEGREES
AND FEED 10-15% OF BABIES BODY WEIGHT.
Test the temperature on your wrist just like you would a human baby
Feed 4 times per day for the first 2 weeks. I feed at 7AM, NOON, 5PM
& 10PM because of my work schedule but pick 4 times a day that work
best for you and your schedule. At week 3 switch to 3 times per day. I
do 7PM, 5PM & 10PM. In a few weeks switch to 2 times per day and then
the last 2 weeks feed once per day generally at night. Start to add
water to the milk the last week and slowly wean them off the bottle
ending at week 12. Most babies will cry for their bottle for several
days. Be strong and don’t give in. They will eventually realize they
don’t need it anymore and stop crying.
I let my babies eat as much as they want at each feeding and increase
the amounts at the next feeding according to how much they ate at the
last feeding. DO NOT feed them in between the feedings even if they
are crying. Just increase the amount at the next scheduled feeding.
If you are having a hard time getting the baby to take the bottle make
sure it doesn’t have access to any water or hay. It may be filling up on
water and not be hungry enough to want the bottle. It does take time
for them to get used to the texture of the nipple vs. mommy’s teat. Once
they are taking the bottle without a struggle you can reintroduce hay
and water.

I have never had a baby scour using this method but if by chance they
do just increase the half & half. If the baby gets constipated decrease
the half & half.
There are several good brands of powdered milk replacers on the
market but this recipe seems to work best for me and my pygmies.
I absolutely love the results I get!

